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HABIT CANVAS
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1. Indicator or Theme

Pick a theme or indicator from your debrief or profile report. Write as much as you can to explain

the need, opportunity and ambition

4. Establish your habit 

What's the minimum viable shift to start to establish your habit? How you will show up for this?

habit?

6. Challenges/Blocks

Write down what might challenge you along the way

9. Making my habit stick 

Think about how you can ANCHOR your habit, COUPLE it with something you already do habitually and/or think about

how you will REWARD yourself for this habit?

8. Release Habit?

3. Habit Length2.  Mindset

Digital, Adaptive, Connected, Open, 

Data informed, Future Focus, Audience Focus

What can I let go of as a result of this new habit? What old habits might be released? I

Short, Standard, Long, Unknown

5. Shifts

Think about what positive shifts you will experience in your thinking, behaviour, feelings as

a result of embedding this new habit?

7. Accelerators/Catalysts

Now think about what could accelerate your progress?
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When I am presented with data, I always challenge whether I can see the human story, that enables me to ensure I am human centric and considering safety and security.

Every time I fire up my computer, I spend 2 minutes journalling my intentions for the day, that will help me focus my energy and attention on what's important. 

Your Habit Outcome Statement: 
(Using the following sentence template see if you can create an outcome statement for who you will be as a result of this new habit)

Every time I / When I (enter the trigger), I always (enter the habitual new behaviour), that (enter the positive outcome to who you are as a leader).

Examples

Your HABIT OUTCOME STATEMENT
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